
PORNCHILD HISTORY

1998 
«PORNCHILD» gets founded by «Daniel Ogriseg» (bass), «Christian
Dill» (drums),  «Philippe  von  Arx» (vocals)  and  «Julien  Duseyau»
(guitars).  This  completely  fresh constellation  becomes source of  a
huge load of new inspiration and ideas..  Without knowing anything
about each others before, the four musicians immediately start writing
songs together  and the musical  direction  gets  defined quite  soon.
Only  three  months  later  they  record  their  first  demo  at  „LOBO
STUDIOS“ in Basel.

1999
With their  first  demo, they get lots of possibilities to play plenty of
concerts  with  bands  like  «GURD»,  «RHYTHM  WOODS»  (now
COMASTAR) and  «MAYFAIR». Already in summer, the next demo
appears and the number of played concerts rises constantly. By end
of the year.PORNCHILD already has the reputation of „basels live-
hammer“

2000
The band presents itself  more compact,  powerfull  and consequent
than  ever  before.  Highlights  follow: «PORNCHILD» sets  new
measures to basels live-rockscene performing on  the  best stage at
prime time at basels „Youth-Culture-Festival“. 

But the money the band has, still isn’t enough to record an album and
drummer Christian Dill leaves the band in August. So another 8-track-
demo gets released including the last  recordings with Christian.  In
autumn PORNCHILD gets help from  «Christian Specker», drummer
of the band «ARF».

2001
The french promoting-organisation  «VIVIPARE» gets in contact with
the band. They send plenty of demos to fan- & webzines. The songs
«CARRY THE CONSEQUENCE» and  «GENT» are  on  the top of
french  online-charts  for  a  few  weeks.  In  september  PORNCHILD
produces a live-video for the song «CARRY THE CONSEQUENCE».

Not  only  PORNCHILD  has  a  lot  to  do,  also  «ARF»,  Christian
Speckers band, is working on plenty of things. So he leaves the band
and  the  young  talented  drummer  «Martin  Huber» takes  over  the
rhythm-section
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By end of the year, PORNCHILD wins the greatest contest of the city
called «Basels band goes CH». Due to the budget the band wins and
the deal with  «N-GAGE PRODUCTIONS», the band takes the next
step of their career: the work on their album starts. 

In December the four guys rock the well known «NOUMATROUFF»
in  MULHOUSE  (F)  and  the  german  sampler  «FINEST  NOISE»
releases the song «GHOSTS».

2002
In February  «V.O. Pulver», frontman & producer of  «GURD» & ex-
«Poltergeist»,  records  the  first  PORNCHILD  album  called  «HAVE
YOU EVER...?».

The band has a great gig with  «HENRY ROLLINS & BAND» in the
„Z7“ - club in Pratteln! 
Now everybody is waiting for the release of «HAVE YOU EVER...?»
and the videoclip to «WHITE MAN».

PORNCHILD MEMBERS

Philippe von Arx Vocals
Julien Duseyau Guitars
Daniel Ogriseg Bass
Martin Huber Drums

PORNCHILD DISCOGRAPHY

«Have you ever» / Album N-Gage (NG 01101),
Musikvertrieb AG
©2002 N-Gage Productions
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PORNCHILD CONTACT & BOOKING

Booking CH: Deepdivemusic
St.Schurter
Le Grand-Clos B
CH-1607 Palézieux-village
Switzerland

Mobil: +41(0)76 564 29 90
Fax: +41(0)21 907 97 82
Email: stefan.schurter@bluewin.ch

Booking D: Deepdive International
Georg Rapp
Opernstr. 24
D-95444 Bayreuth

Fon: +49 (0)921/970 922
Fax: +49/89/2443 491 32
Email: contact@deepdivemusic.de

Label & 
Management: N-Gage Productions

Postfach
CH-4410 Liestal
Switzerland

Fon/Fax: +4161 922 12 44
Email: contact@n-gage.ch
Website: www.n-gage.ch
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